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Amerit minimizes costly repeats and
breakdowns by investing heavily in training
and managing technicians, performs
repairs on your schedule to reduce
downtime, and leverages its nationwide
buying power to manage the costs of parts,
fluids, and other costly items.
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• In 2015, trucks moved 10.5
billion tons of freight —

70%

of the U.S. total!

• America has

OF A NATIONAL
FLEET MAINTENANCE
PROGRAM

24 h

KEEP YOUR
TRUCKS ON
THE ROAD
If you don’t realize what’s at
stake when your trucks are
sidelined, consider this:
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8.

Maintenance is not a
9-to-5 job. A national
provider will schedule
around your needs,
performing service at
night or on weekends
for vehicles that need
to be running during
work hours.
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Few maintenance providers and
even fewer in-house facilities can
handle every vehicle, equipment,
and fuel type, but Amerit can.

Inoperable vehicles negatively impact your ROI, your bottom
line, and your customers. A national provider should be willing
to set up shop near you or onsite and can reach remote
locations or stranded vehicles with a mobile service center.

1.

Garages are inherently dangerous places,
and operating your own opens you to
tremendous risks. Partnering with a national
provider reduces that exposure — and your
insurance premiums.

Learn how partnering with a national
maintenance provider can improve
uptime while reducing costs
and risks.
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Amerit can rapidly scale
up new service locations
as you expand and enter
new markets, providing
reliable support for your
growing fleet.

3.4 million

Class 8 trucks
&

3.5 million
drivers

• Trucks burn

38 billion
gallons of
diesel
fuel per year
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Good technicians are hard to find and even harder to
keep. Let your national maintenance provider recruit,
hire, train, and certify the techs who work on your
vehicles — and monitor the quality of their work.
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Source: American Truck
Associations’ Annual Reports,
Trends & Statistics
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Nationwide providers like
Amerit help you stay on top
of peak, high-volume periods
by surging forces to meet
your needs.
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Amerit works with America’s
largest and most sophisticated
fleets. Take advantage of our
expertise, master the arts of
data mining and benchmarking,
and work with us to conceive
and launch new fleet initiatives.
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Amerit provides a standardized process across all of your
fleet locations. Streamlining processes and communications
makes aligning your maintenance program with your
corporate objectives as easy as a single phone call or email.

www.ameritfleetsolutions.com

